For seniority (v) 
where the operator~, is given by (2) with Pg = Vq/ gi Vg a = (2 j, + I )'~', and A~~"(ab) is a two-. particle creation operator with total angular momentum J and projection M.
The structure of 7~~l 0) state is similar to the proiected BCS (with p pairs of identical particles) state. In fact~~tl0) becomes identical to the pro jected BCS state if one replaces the ground state parameters by the occupation (v, ) , nonoccupation (u, ) probabilities of the pai'ring model. This approximate ground state wave function (1) is valid specially for the cases where neutrons and protons fill different major shells.
In the next approximation (one GBPA) the basis space is constructed as in the identical nucleon case by coupling the wave functions obtained by replacing one proton distributed pair S, by an arbitrary two proton configurations A~~" (p,p, ) and a similar replacement for neutrons. Explicitly the basis states are written as
For seniority (v) These results are reproduced using identical input information, thereby testifying to the correctness of our computer code. The phenomenologieal set of interaction matrix elements are employed in this calculation. The single particle energy difference aE = 8, -g, and the effective p-p inter-9&2 action matrix elements are determined' by directly fitting the observed spectra of N= 50 nuclei, whilẽ E"= g,"--g"and effective n-n and n-p inter- neutrons to obtain the ground state parameters (v"u, ) appearing in~]~0 ) and st~0), respectively.
(2) An orthonormal basis set for 2p-protons and 2'-neutrons in the valence shells, is constructed in terms of IT, '-&. ' (P P.) &.'-i&. '"(nba))~I» basis states.
(3) The total Hamiltonian H is then diagonalized in the space spanned by the orthonormal set obtained in (2). The calculated energy spectra (GBPA) for ' ' Zr, even-even 
